Effect of amphetamine on response inhibition in rats showing high or low response to novelty.
Previous work has shown that rats categorized as either high responder (HR) or low responder (LR) based on the amount of activity assessed in a novel environment show a differential response to stimulant reward, with HR rats self-administering more amphetamine and cocaine than LR rats. The current study assessed behavioral inhibitory processes in HR and LR rats using either fixed consecutive number (FCN) or differential reinforcement of low rate of responding (DRL) tasks. Individual differences in free-choice preference for a novel environment or novel object were also assessed to determine if these measures were predictive of performance on these inhibitory tasks. Results showed that, regardless of the test used to characterize individual differences in response to novelty, groups showed a similar ability to learn the FCN and DRL tasks. When subsequently pretreated with amphetamine, there was no significant difference between groups in performance efficiency (accuracy) on either the FCN or DRL task; however, based on activity in inescapable novelty, HR rats were less sensitive than LR rats to amphetamine-disrupted responding on the reinforcement lever in the FCN task. Although a deficit in inhibition is generally thought to play a role in drug abuse behavior, the differential rate of stimulant self-administration described previously between HR and LR rats more likely reflects an incentive motivational effect that is independent of response inhibition.